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Easy apron pattern to sew

Take on one of these loose apron patterns so you can make an apron to give as a gift or use yourself. Making a DIY apron is a simple sewing project that even a beginner can successfully complete. No matter what type of apron you like, you'll find one you absolutely adore here. There is a wide range of apron styles, including a modern,
modern, feminine, elegant and farmhouse. There are patterns for men, women and children in different sizes. These patterns have everything you need, including a list of supplies and materials, cutting directions or bits of pattern, and step-by-step sewing directions. By the time you're done, you'll have a big apron that you'll love so much
that you'll never forget to put it on. Learn how to make an apron with this simple, DIY apron tutorial for women; its an amazing beginner sewing project that anyone can do! Please note: This post may contain affiliate links for our full disclosure click HERE. Aprons - the perfect accessory housewife! Learn how to make your own in this
simple project for beginners. If aprons are not yet part of your everyday uniform, you should really consider having a few at your fingertip! They are perfectly fit to keep your clothes clean during the day, they can be super cute and its always a bonus if they have pockets;) I was recently gifted an apron around Christmas time with a really
beautiful, Christmas print style. I love fit and style so much that I wear it all the time. Now that its not Christmas anymore, I wanted to try to recreate the apron in a more summer matching pattern/color. To make it simple, diy apron I just followed the pattern and style of my previous apron because I already knew I loved fit. I'm so happy with
how it turned out! Find out how you can make your own DIY apron in the tailoring tutorial below. DIY Apron Fabric For apron in this tutorial I just used some simple, cotton fabrics that I took from JoAnn's. Another apron I love is made of similar fabric, so I knew I wanted to go down the same route. Cotton fabric is inexpensive and comes in
a wide variety of colors and patterns. Linen fabric will also be a great option for this DIY apron, but will be a little more expensive. Also, if you prefer something more durable, then I would suggest a thicker fabric, as you'll find in the home section. The interesting thing about sewing your own apron is that you get to customize it to exactly
what you want. You can choose colors, patterns, fabric and style! This DIY apron cost me less than $5 to make, and in just a couple of hours time. PSA: Did you know that I have a free cheat sheet in my subscriber library on some of the most common sewing conditions?! Its an amazing resource for beginner sewers. Subscribe to my list
mail HERE to access your today! DIY Apron Supplies About 1 Yard Selected Fabric Coordination ThreadCut Tapescissorsewing Machine (This Sewing Machine I Use and Love) DIY Simple Apron Cut List List sound complicated what I describe in the list cut for the main work, but it is not! Basically you cut a large rectangle and then cut
out the curved edges on either side to make the apron shape. Another note: I wanted thinner ties for my apron, but it makes things a little harder, especially if you don't have a special tool to turn the fabric on the right side after you've sewn it. You will know what I mean when I explain below! If you don't want to get a special tool or try the
DIY version, make your connections 4 x 25 and they should be much easier to work with, but will be thicker (as thick as the neck strap in the photos). Main piece: 32 x 27 1/4 rectangle, cut first. Mark 9 in the center on one of the 32 sides for the neckline. Mark 15 1/4 from the bottom of the main piece up to the neckline, with both 27 1/4
sides. Cut a curved line from the side marks to the neckline on both sides to make the apron shape. Neck strap: 4x 22 – Cut 1. Connections: 2x 25 – Cut 2. (or 4 x 25, thicker ties, but easier to work with, see note above). Pockets: 8x 8 – Cut 2. DIY Simple Apron for Women Sewing Instructions First, you will need to cut out all the pieces
from your cut list. After everything is cut, you can devote training to each of the pieces. Prepare a neck strap and tie For the neck strap you will want to fold the fabric in half horizontally (like a hot dog), with both sides of the pattern facing each other. It should look inside out like this. Now you are going to sew a long, open side along the
edge. Do not sew small, upper or lower ends and only sew about 1/4 of the raw edge. Once you've done sewing a long edge, use your fingers to turn the fabric inside out. You should be left with a long strap. Next you are going to do the same process for connections. Fold the ties in half with the right sides facing each other. This time we
also sew one of the small sides (top or bottom), and then down the long side. If you decide to make thicker ties, then you should be able to easily turn the fabric from the right side using your fingers once you're done sewing. If you wanted to make thinner ties, HERE is a great video explaining several different methods of turning the fabric
back from the right side (it will be super hard to do with just your fingers) Prepare Pockets Time to prepare your pockets! Heat the iron. You must have (2) 8 x 8 squares. Fold one edge of each of the squares by about 1/4 – 1/2 to create enslavement. It's going to be the top of your pocket. Iron the line in hem and fix it if you feel it
necessary. Sew the leash down. Once the top edge is clogged, lay out the main piece of the apron and place the pockets on top. You want to place each pocket 3 1/2 from the outer edge, and 4 1/2 from the bottom edge of the main piece of the apron. Not put a bruised edge at the top (closest to the neckline). Fold each of the three, not
bruised edges at the bottom. You're going to flaunt the gigs others from these edges and sewing it to the main piece, at the same time. Fix the pocket in place. Start with one pocket attached in place and sew the edge of the right side first, 1/4 – 1/2 at the edge of the pocket to sew the pocket to the apron. To create a straight corner, as
soon as you reach 1/4 from the bottom of the pocket, stop sewing and turn the fabric 90 degrees. Now sew the bottom edge. Stop and turn as soon as you reach the other corner, and sew the final side all the way to the top of the pocket. Repeat this process for the second pocket. You should be left with two pockets sewn on your main
piece, the upper edges clogged and open. Prepare the main piece of the apron and attach it all together Again heat the iron. Fold on top, the neckline of the edge of the apron about 1/4 – 1/2 to create the potphages, and the irons in place. Now take the strap around your neck and place each untreated edge on the corners of the neckline,
as shown in the figure. Sorry, I didn't get a photo before I sewed it! Pin in place if needed. Sew on the edge of the neckline, sewing the neck straps in place while warming the top edge. Bend down and iron the rest of the edges of the apron to create a tying to the end. Before sewing, place your ties on the main apron, where the vertical
edges correspond to the curved edges. Place ties with untreed edges against the pogrom (so the sewn ends come out). Pin to the spot. The volume of all edges, sewing for ties to sew them in place. Then, you have to be finished! Cut off any loose threads, and look at the apron to make sure everything is sewn tightly. Pay attention to my
little mess when I neck the strap in place! That's ok though:) I hope you enjoy your new apron! This will make a super cute, handmade gift for any ladies in your life. And works with pregnant belly;) Other Cute &amp;& Easy sewing projects for beginners! How to make a tinge How to sew fabric napkins pin it for later! There is no doubt why
aprons remain so popular with sewing enthusiasts.... Read more, whether you're in a hurry to make a last-minute DIY gift idea or just want to... More start cooking in style with this Easy Ruffle apron! It's vintage inspired... Read more No need for multiple aprons when you can make one that serves ... Learn more about making an apron
that's great for adults. For adult bib apron is ... More This expensive vintage handkerchief free apron pattern is a great way to... Still have ten minutes to spare and magic towel dishes? If you do, you could... More Create an easy gift for your child with a 20 minute reversible apron.... More you know what you want. Make the transition to the
dark side with this Dart... Still turn an old pair of jeans into a cute apron with your sewing... More Our readers may never enough free apron patterns! If you were ... Read more If you have 15 minutes to spare, you can make a light apron 15 minutes.... More Any cook, baker or crafter knows what it's like to get so wrapped up in... More
details you can look like like the food you cook. Try free apron sewing... Read more You can look just like Betty Draper from crazy with this free sewing... More
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